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Duration: Two 55-minute sessions
Description of Review Activity:
Prior to the class, the room should be grouped so that there are five centers.
Teachers may want to create ten centers for smaller groups of students. Copy the
review materials. Students will work in center groups to review the information
discussed and formatively assessed in the previous six days. Students will selfcheck their work with provided samples. The teacher should formatively assess
while students are working. The Web Lessons, What’s Buggin’ You, Double Trouble,
and Where’d You Get Your Genes, can all be used as a review for absent students,
for students struggling with the content, or for students struggling with the
centers.
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Station One
Study the objects on this paper. Then, cut them out. Next, create a dichotomous key for them. Make your
dichotomous key on a sheet of construction paper. You may use colored pencils or crayons to add color to your key.
You need to make sure you add a sentence that explains WHEN you use a dichotomous key.
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Station Two
1. Study the two pictures below. These two pictures represent two sports. You may add information that you
know about the sport that is not in the picture. You may do this for this activity only!
2. Then, sort the information onto the Venn diagram. Remember to title and label!
3. Explain WHEN you use a Venn diagram.
4. Answer this question on the back of the Venn diagram. Do you think the ability to play sports is an inherited
trait, environmental trait, or can it be both? Explain your answer.
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When do you use a Venn diagram?

Do you think the ability to play sports is an inherited trait, environmental trait, or could it be both?
Explain your answer.
Use the back of this sheet or another piece of paper to answer.
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Station Three
Characteristics in Poetry

Many poems express how we feel or view something. Other poems tell about people or events in history. There are
many types of poems and many different ways to write them.
Fill in the information form below. You will use the information to create a poem about yourself and the characteristics
you have inherited. This poem does not have to rhyme. See the example form and poem.
Title of the poem __________________________________________________________________________
As the author, write your first and last name _________________________________________________________
I am the son/daughter of (your parents’ names)_______________________________________________________
I inherited these physical characteristics:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
I inherited these environmental characteristics:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
My genetic ancestors are:
________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
I think __________________________________ (inherited or environmental) characteristics are more dominant
because ________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________.
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Station Four
Create a person! Using the characteristics below, practice combining dominant and recessive genes to
create a new person. Then, answer the questions that follow.

CHARACTERISTICS
A = attached ear lobe
B = big nose
C= cleft chin
D= droopy eyes
E = not an ear wiggler
F= freckles
T = tongue roller

a = not attached ear lobe
b = not a big nose
c = not a cleft chin
d= not droopy eyes
e = ear wiggler
f = not freckles
t = not a tongue roller

Combine the two listed below.
Write the new combination directly below.
Female 1: A b c D E f T w
Male 1: A b c d E F t w
What are the expected outcomes of this
person? Write your answer here.

Last, take a sheet of construction paper and draw a picture of your newly created
person. Be creative!
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Station Five
1. Look at the information below.
2. Study it!
3. Graph it! Don’t forget that you need to label, title, and write your scale!

Characteristic
Can roll their tongue
Can wiggle their ears
Has a widow’s peak

Number
25
2
15

Has freckles
Has cleft chin

18
6

Has attached ear lobes 10
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Can’t roll their tongue
Can’t wiggle their ears
Doesn’t have a widow’s
peak
Doesn’t have freckles
Doesn’t have a cleft
chin
Has unattached ear
lobes
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Number
5
28
15
12
24
20

Graph Paper

Remember that labeling the title, labels and scale is very important!
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Station One
Student Key
Self-check your own paper against the criteria and see if you are right. If you’re not sure of
your answer, check with your group members and decide if your answers are correct. If you
have other questions, ask your teacher.

Did you~
☼ Label the group with ONE single name such as animals?
☼ Break the group down into a smaller group like birds, sea animals, furry animals, or insects?
☼ Take that group and break it into even smaller groups like flying birds, non-flying birds, sea
animals that bite, or sea animals that don’t bite?
☼ End up with a row of animals labeled so that they are in a group by themselves so that under
flying birds there are three birds? How did you put them into their own group?
If you did these things correctly, you have all your animals in one row at the bottom and
different groups above it. Check with your other group members and compare how you did your
work.

Did anyone come up with different answers?
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